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The evolution of antimicrobial resistance in hospitals and more recently in
the community may threaten our ability to treat serious infections. Emergence of
multidrug resistance leading to real therapeutic deadends will emerge particularly
in Gram-negative rods since very few novel and efficient anti-Gram negative
molecules will soon be left.
Identification of novel multidrug resistance determinants is crucial for limiting their
diffusion before they spread, especially in the hospital environment. After their
early identification in sentinel labs, surveillance networks will help determine their
prevalence to prevent further dissemination. The role of those networks is growing
since local health facilities need to know more and more precisely the extent of
the antibiotic resistance problem. Whereas more general health authorities need to
evaluate the prevalence rates of antibiotic resistance at regional and country levels.
Those rates may vary significantly from one country to another even if they are adjacent.
Antibiotic stewardship at the individual level will contribute to limiting the emergence
of resistance when possible. The future will underline the importance of individual
adaptation of antibiotic prescription based on criteria such as PK/PD and
pharmacogenomics. One of the key elements to reduce antibiotic consumption
will be the early identification of bacterial versus viral infections. Specific biochemical
parameters not related to susceptibility testing to antibiotics have been shown
to be important for the management of antibiotic treatment of lower respiratory
tract infections. These parameters can play a significant role for choosing the best
length of treatment and reducing of their side effects. In addition, fine tuning of
antibiotic usage may contribute to significant cost savings.
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Recent years have witnessed dramatic shifts in the prevalence and nature of
antibiotic resistance. Key changes include:
(i) the rise and, in some countries, subsequent decline of MRSA,
(ii) the rise of quinolone and cephalosporin resistance in Enterobacteriaceae,
particularly E. coli and Klebsiella spp., with CTX-M ESBLs increasingly the
dominant source of the cephalosporin resistance,
(iii) the proliferation of A. baumannii with OXA carbapenemases
(iv) and the ‘loss’ of fluoroquinolones against gonorrhoea, with resistance rates as
high as 90% in China.
Treatment shifts predicated on these problems are now exerting their own selection
pressure, favouring the spread of yet further resistances. The greatest concern for
hospital medicine is the emergence of Enterobacteriaceae with acquired
carbapenemases, including the IMP, VIM, and NDM metallo-types, the class A
enzyme KPC and the class D enzyme, OXA-48. At present, Enterobacteriaceae with
these enzymes are proliferating in different parts of the world: NDM in India,
OXA-48 in Turkey, VIM in Greece and KPC in the US - but the stability of this
distribution is unpredictable, in view of migration and medical tourism. In general, the
IMP, VIM and NDM enzymes are spread by plasmids, whilst accumulation of
K. pneumoniae isolates with KPC enzyme largely involves dissemination of the ST258
clone. ‘Loss’ of the carbapenems against Enterobacteriaceae would be a public health
catastrophe, in view of the lack of alternative therapies for infections due to
multiresistant Gram-negative bacteria.
A shift that should be of greater concern than it is presently receiving is the erosion
of the anti-gonococcal activity of cephalosporins. Owing to changes to PBPs, porins
and efflux it is increasingly common to see N. gonorrhoeae isolates with cefixime
and ceftriaxone MICs of 0.12-0.5 mg/L, representing the edge of treatability, again
with a lack of convenient alterative therapies.
Future risks are harder to predict but potentially include transferable resistance to
new anti-gram-positive agents, and it is notable here that many soil streptomycetes
can degrade daptomycin. Such organisms were the sources of several other resistance
genes that have spread to mobile DNA and into clinical pathogens. But, as the saying
goes, ‘Prediction is very hard, especially when it concerns the future’ and only two
things are certain: that neither evolution nor resistance surprises have stopped yet.
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In 1963, Alexander Langmuir defined surveillance as the “systematic
collection, consolidation, analysis and dissemination” of health
information for public health practice. When applying this definition
to the phenomenon of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) with the aim
to utilize the collected information for best practice in treatment,
prevention and control at local, regional and global scales, future
surveillance systems are well advised to divide this public health
conundrum and address it at three complimentary levels. It is what
I would like to call the 3P approach (Population, Patient, and
Pathogen). This division would follow – rather conventionally – the
operational and professional fault lines of the main disciplines involved,
namely, public health, clinical medicine, and biology. But more
importantly, the 3P distribution for AMR surveillance is more likely to
describe the crucial forces that shape the evolution of resistance in
better ways, reducing complexity and thereby provide the intuitive
basis for a graded approach to interventions at all levels.
Population level surveillance measures the national and
international scale of AMR and thus puts AMR not only into
the context with other public health threats but also identifies
population level determinants that are part of the causal chain in
the emergence of AMR. Information gathered at this level will-lead
to the public recognition of antimicrobial effectiveness as a scarce or
non-renewable resource, support policy changes and eventually
redirect consumer choices and investment into drug development.
Today’s networks are very able to accommodate future challenges
and already fulfill most of the criteria for the sustainable collection of
relevant and valid data on the occurrence of AMR and consumption of
anti-infective compounds. However, these mature surveillance systems
only exist in advanced market communities whereas low- and middle
income countries, from which many of the new resistance traits
seem to emerge, are not included. In Europe successful surveillance
systems are funded publicly, have a representative and continental-wide
coverage, are health centre-based, and provide comprehensive data about

consumption and indicator susceptibility patterns of epidemiologically
and clinically relevant pathogens. They have widely adopted a federated
approach that usually follows national boundaries. These “network of
network” models of surveillance, for which EARSS and ESAC are
examples for the European region, are more sustainable than private
initiatives as they delegate responsibilities and ownership to the
national professional level which has proved to be vital for a high level
of commitment and proficiency. Yet these, surveillance systems are also
highly efficient using state-of-the-art information technology, searchable
and interactive websites, and by using standard protocols and regular
external quality assessment regular safeguard the validity of their data.
Patient level surveillance is the most pervasive argument
for patient safety, as it guides treatment by local epidemiology.
At this level, the individual patient is the unit of interest and the
collation of case-based data provide the decision basis for appropriate
empirical therapy and can guide the judicial use of antibiotics.
Obviously for the data to be relevant for treatment decisions, they
need to be generated locally (health centre-based), in a timely fashion,
and should be syndrome-oriented. In order to exploit the full
potential of these surveillance approaches, local data collection
should include isolates from all specimen and sites as well as a
comprehensive range of antibiotic susceptibility test results
covering the main antimicrobials available for treatment in hospitals and
the community. Local data management can easily be accomplished
with modern LIMS technology and even linked nationally through
real-time collection of authorized test results with laboratory-specific
national data aggregation and feedback via individualized and password
protected web access. These data form the decision basis for needsadapted and locally relevant treatment guidelines which is essential
for optimized and rational antimicrobial prescribing.
Surveillance at pathogen level utilizes the genetic information
of microorganisms to map and track the geographical and
evolutionary trajectories with the aim to explain the reservoirs and
origins of emerging virulence, transmissibility, antimicrobial resistance
and the abundance of certain human pathogens. Data at this level will
provide answers about the relationship between the emergence of
resistance in different ecological niches such as humans, animals,
or the environment and their spread between hosts and across
the interfaces between these respective habitats. Importantly, this
information can directly influence infection control measures in the
community and in hospitals. This approach is mainly used for species
of pathogens that give rise to clones with particular public health
importance in terms of virulence, transmissibility and/or antimicrobial
resistance. These systems require the adoption of typing methods
that are robust, affordable, and sufficiently discriminatory and
provide biologically meaningful data which are portable and
unambiguous. Moreover, each participant in such a network must
agree on standard methods and consistently show the required level
of proficiency which is assessed at regular intervals. With the
enrolment of representative hospitals that provide services to
sufficient large catchment populations and a distribution the matches
the geo-demographic structure of the participating country, data will
provide meaningful information of the geographic spread, emerging
clusters and importation of clones with particular public health
importance. To that end, databases need to be freely accessible to all
relevant stakeholders and geographically explicit in much the same
fashion as the SRL-maps recently developed by the author and coworkers.
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BACKGROUND
Lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI) account for almost 10% of the
burden of morbidity and mortality in western countries, and thus,
importantly contribute to antibiotic overuse and allocation of health
expenditures1. LRTIs are characterized by recently acquired respiratory
symptoms including cough with or without sputum production,
dyspnea, wheeze and fever and comprise a continuum of different
severities of infections ranging from typically self limiting acute
bronchitis, to more severe acute exacerbation of chronic pulmonary
disease (AECOPD) and to life-threatening bacterial community-acquired
pneumonia (CAP). Clinical signs and symptoms, and traditional
laboratory parameters are unreliable to distinguish viral from
bacterial LRTI. As a consequence, up to 75% of LRTI are treated with
antibiotics, despite their mainly viral origin leading ultimately to
emergence of bacterial resistance1,2. To limit antibiotic use, rapid and
more accurate differentiation of clinically relevant bacterial LRTI from
other causes is therefore of outmost importance.

PROCALCITONIN: A MARKER
FOR BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
A novel approach to estimate the probability of a bacterial origin of
LRTIs is the measurement of serum procalcitonin (PCT) levels.
Findings of many clinical studies have established the superior
diagnostic accuracy of PCT in severe infections, especially compared
to other inflammatory markers like C-reactive Protein (CRP)3,4. Plasma
PCT concentration increases rapidly upon infection (3-6 hours) and

FIGURE 1
Clinical Algorithm
for Antibiotic
Guidance in LRTI6

Procalcitonin (PCT) algorithm for stewardship of antibiotic therapy in patients with LRTI
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REMEASURE PCT AFTER 6-24 HOURS
Initial antibiotics can be considered in case of:
• Respiratory or hemodynamic instability
• Life-threatening comorbidity
• Need for ICU admission
• PCT < 0.1 µg/l: CAP with PSI V or CURB = 4,
COPD with GOLD IV
• PCT < 0.25 µg/l: CAP with PSI IV or CURB 3,
COPD with GOLD III
• Localised infection (abscess, empyema)
• Compromised host defense (e.g. immunosuppression other
than corticosteroids)
• Concomitant infection in need of antibiotics

CONSIDER THE COURSE OF PCT
If antibiotics are initiated:
• Repeated measurement of PCT on days 3, 5, 7
• Stop antibiotics using the same cut-offs above
• If initial PCT levels are > 10 µg/l, then stop when 80-90 %
decrease of peak PCT
• If initial PCT remains high consider treatment failure
(e.g. resistant strain, empyema, ARDS)
• Outpatients: duration of antibiotics according to last PCT result:
• > 0.25-0.5 µg/l: 3 days
• > 0.5-1.0 µg/l: 5 days
• > 1.0 µg/l:
7 days

CAVEATS
decreases rapidly when the infection is controlled by the immune
system supported by antibiotic therapy. The kinetics of PCT makes
it a good marker for assessing the effectiveness of treatment,
which is a prerequisite for safe guidance of antibiotic therapy. PCT
concentration also correlates with the extent and severity of infection
and has prognostic implications3,5.

PROCALCITONIN FOR GUIDANCE
OF ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY
As PCT levels increase upon bacterial infections and decrease upon
recovery, it can be used to guide antibiotic therapy in individual
patients as a surrogate biomarker. Antibiotic stewardship based on
PCT cut-off ranges has successfully been implemented in patients
with LRTI in different clinical settings. For this purpose, a clinical
algorithm has been proposed and validated (Figure 1)6. Based on
specific PCT cut-off ranges, initiation or continuation of antibiotics is
more or less discouraged (<0.1 ug/L or <0.25 ug/L) or encouraged
(>0.5 ug/L or >0.25 ug/L), respectively. In case antibiotics are
withheld, clinical re-evaluation and a repeated measurement of PCT
is recommended after 6–24 hours. If PCT values are increased and
antibiotics therapy is initiated, repeated PCT measurements are
recommended and antibiotics can be discontinued using the same
cut-off ranges. To assure the safety of patients, specific “overruling”
criteria were predefined, where this algorithm could be bypassed
(e.g. life-threatening disease or immediate need for ICU admission).
This clinical algorithm was prospectively tested in different intervention
trials in the emergency room7,8, in the intensive care unit, in primary
care9 and recently, this concept has been externally validated
in a large Swiss nation-wide multi centre trial including over
1350 patients10. Overall, PCT-guided antibiotic stewardship
reduced antibiotic prescription rate by 40-50% in patients with
acute bronchitis or AECOPD; in CAP it reduced the initial prescription
rate by about 10%, but importantly shortened the duration of
antibiotic therapy by 65% with a similar outcome in patients with all
severities. Similarly, PCT guidance safely reduced antibiotic exposure
by more than 75% in primary care patients with upper and lower
RTI9. Thereby, PCT guidance significantly reduced antibiotic-related
side effects, especially diarrhoea and nausea.

Obviously, the septic syndrome is far too heterogeneous and
complex to be reduced to a single cut-off of any surrogate marker.
Different microbes might induce distinct responses resulting in a
variable upregulation of circulating biomarkers and mediators.
Importantly, biomarker levels must always be evaluated in the
context of a careful clinical and microbiological assessment. As
the kinetics of biomarkers is of particular diagnostic and prognostic
interest, repeated measurements should always be performed,
especially if antibiotics are withheld and in persistently sick patients.

OUTLOOK
Emerging bacterial resistance to antimicrobial agents calls for more
efficient efforts to reduce the unnecessary use of antimicrobial
agents in self-limited and non-bacterial diseases. Embedded in a
clinical algorithm, PCT-guided antibiotic stewardship offers great
potential to safely and markedly reduce antibiotic exposure and
antibiotic-associated side effects.
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Bichat -Claude Bernard Hospital,
UHLIN, Paris, France

The use of antibiotics in the hospital setting is shaped by cultural
and behavioural aspects as well as by clinical situation and
microbiological considerations. An understanding of the
determinants of antibiotic prescription is critical to explain current
patterns and to devise programs to reduce inappropriate use.
Physician behaviour is explained by such factors as lack of
information, marketing campaigns to increase use of newer
products and fear of adverse outcome with ineffective prescription.
Studies of antibiotic use patterns consistently demonstrate
frequent inappropriate prescribing and low adherence to
antibiotic prescription (ABP) guidelines, a factor likely to increase
the emergence of resistant organisms.
Behavioural aspects of the antibiotic prescription remain largely
unknown. We explored beliefs and perceptions associated with
measured knowledge about ABP in two French university hospitals.
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Physicians in charge of ABP in inpatient hospital wards were asked
to participate. Volunteers completed in a same meeting (less than
1 hour):
(i) 4 case vignettes presenting infectious situations and exploring
4 aspects: whether hospitalization was needed, initiation and
choice of AB, re-evaluation at day 2-3, and treatment duration and
(ii) a self-reported questionnaire to collect data about their own
belief and perception regarding ABP.
A global score (/20) was given, combining answers to all 4 vignettes.
Logistic regression identified variables independently associated
with answers to case vignettes above the median global score.
Of 393 eligible physicians, 206 (52%) agreed to participate:
114 senior and 92 junior physicians, comprising 100 medical
physicians, 49 surgeons, 37 anesthesiologists/intensivists (AI) and
20 ER physicians. The median global score was 11.4 (IQR, 8.9-14.3).
In multivariate analysis, being a surgeon (aOR, 0.14; 95%CI,
0.06-0.38, P<0.0001), AI (3.33, 1.28-9.08, 0.01), perceiving
inappropriate ABP as risky for the patient (3.17, 1.14-8.77, 0.03)
and self-perception of ability to comply with ABP guidelines (2.74,
1.35-5.57, 0.005) were significantly associated with measured
knowledge above the median score.
The participation rate was reasonably high, suggesting awareness
to ABP in these hospitals. Case vignettes are a simple method
to measure knowledge regarding ABP, and identified surgeons
as a job profile for enhanced education. At the individual level,
strengthening the perception of the risk of inappropriate ABP and
self-ability to comply with guidelines may contribute to better
practice with ABP. Further studies are needed to better delineate
factors that can help to shape physician behaviour in antibiotic
prescribing.

